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ABSTRACT
The NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) Parker Solar Probe mission 
is the first human-built spacecraft to touch the Sun. It launched in August 2018 and began its first 
solar encounter on 31 October 2018. Parker Solar Probe’s instruments analyze the environment 
inside the Sun’s corona as the spacecraft autonomously protects itself from the extreme environ-
ment. Because the spacecraft will be unable to contact the ground during many of its encounters, 
it has to be resilient enough to autonomously detect and correct any issues, such as pointing errors 
or computer glitches, that might arise. The fault management subsystem is defined as the func-
tional requirements distributed throughout the observatory and ground elements that enable 
detection, isolation, and recovery from events that upset nominal operations. An expanded failure 
modes and effects analysis provided input that improved the fault management team’s ability to 
determine failures of concern and to group responses by failure effect. This partnership between 
the Parker Solar Probe reliability and fault management teams contributed to an observatory that 
has now repeatedly withstood the rigors of flying through the Sun’s corona, proving the resilience 
of the system.

The NASA/APL PSP mission will revolutionize our 
understanding of the Sun by swooping to within 4 million 
miles of the Sun’s surface. This mission targets the fun-
damental processes and dynamics that characterize the 
Sun’s corona and outwardly expanding solar wind; addi-
tionally, it will be the first mission to fly into the low solar 
corona (i.e., the Sun’s atmosphere), revealing both how 
the corona is heated and how the solar wind is accelerated. 
PSP (Fig. 1) faced many engineering challenges because of 
the intense environment it will encounter in terms of heat 
and solar radiation, as well as the reaction time required 

INTRODUCTION
The space environment is harsh, no matter where a 

spacecraft travels in it. It features fast-moving debris, 
charged particles, radiation, extreme heat, extreme cold, 
and more. When a spacecraft is literally flying through 
the Sun, and out of communication with Earth while 
doing so, it needs to not only withstand the environ-
ment but also do so on its own and return useful sci-
ence data back to Earth. This resilience was built into 
Parker Solar Probe (PSP) with robust design practices 
and redundancy and through the integration of the reli-
ability and fault management analysis products.
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to “safe” the spacecraft. The fault management system is 
highly autonomous and designed to manage the complex 
system’s robustness as well as fault detection and response 
in a timely manner. The fault management design relied 
heavily on the failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), 
which uses a systematic approach to determine the effects 
of each potential failure mode on a particular component/
system, the spacecraft, and the mission. Once the poten-
tial effects are determined, each failure mode is assigned 
a severity level commensurate with the potential effects. 
For the PSP mission, the spacecraft functional FMEA was 
expanded to include information about whether a failure 

mode would be detectable by the spacecraft or personnel 
on the ground, the time frame for detection, and which 
mitigations, if any, were available to the mission team. 
The fault management team then used the FMEA to 
ensure that all faults had been captured, to identify which 
faults could be detected by the spacecraft, and to build 
appropriate responses for the spacecraft to take during 
the mission.

MISSION OVERVIEW1

The PSP mission is part of NASA’s Living With a 
Star Program managed by Goddard Space Flight Center. 
The mission science objectives are as follows:

•	 Determine the structure and dynamics of the 
magnetic fields at the sources of the fast and slow 
solar wind.

•	 Trace the flow of energy that heats the solar corona 
and accelerates the solar wind.

•	 Determine what mechanisms accelerate and trans-
port energetic particles.

The PSP mission launched in August 2018, target-
ing an orbit nearly in the ecliptic plane at the start of 
the mission and then making many near-Sun passes at 
increasingly lower perihelia. The baseline mission of 
7 years provides for 24 perihelion passes inside 0.16 AU 
[equivalent to 35.7 solar radii (RS)], with 19 passes occur-
ring within 20 RS of the Sun (see Fig. 2). The first near-
Sun pass began 3 months after launch, at a heliocentric 
distance of 35.7 RS. Over the next several years, successive 
Venus gravity-assist maneuvers will gradually lower the 
perihelion to 8.86 RS, by far the closest that any space-
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Figure 2. PSP mission design overview showing the orbit of the 
observatory over the course of the mission. Each solar encounter 
will break all existing records for the closest that a human-made 
object has approached the Sun while continuing to operate.

Figure 1. PSP observatory shown from the side that is opposite 
the direction of travel (a) and from the side that is in the direction 
of travel (b). (The thermal protection system always faces toward 
the Sun). Also shown are major spacecraft bus components and 
all the instruments/instrument suites.
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craft has ever come to the Sun. PSP will complete its mis-
sion with three passes around the Sun at 8.86 RS (Ref. 2).

The PSP mission is categorized as risk classification B 
per NPR 8705.4, Risk Classification for NASA Payloads.3 
Class B missions are typically fully redundant in their 
essential spacecraft functions and key instrument mea-
surements. Also, critical single-point failures correspond-
ing to top-level mission requirements are minimized and 
mitigated with high-reliability parts and dedicated test-
ing in class B missions. These are all approved at the 
project level.

The unique mission and engineering challenges pre-
sented by the intense environment and risk classification 
necessitate a resilient system. The fault management 
design provides a means to recover to an operational 
state, enabling the observatory to collect baseline sci-
ence measurements inside 0.25 AU.

FAULT MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW4

Fault Management Definition/Objectives
Fault management is defined as the functional 

requirements distributed throughout the observatory 

and ground elements that enable detection, isolation, 
and recovery from events that upset nominal operations. 
The goal of the fault management system is to achieve 
mission reliability objectives within program resources. 
Fault management must achieve this goal by balancing 
project risk and the cost of developing, testing, and oper-
ating the fault management system.

Fault Management Process
PSP follows the fault management engineering pro-

cess documented as a part of the APL Quality Man-
agement System. The fault management engineering 
process is a systematic approach to fault management, 
with collaboration among systems engineering team 
members (which includes reliability engineering), sub-
system leads, and mission operations team members from 
phase A through phase E. Figure 3 depicts the high-level 
engineering process used in the development of the PSP 
fault management system.

The PSP fault management architecture design is 
driven by mission requirements for system robustness 
and fault detection and response. Capturing and under-
standing key mission design requirements is critical to 
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Figure 3. APL fault management engineering process during a mission’s design and operational life cycle.
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successfully developing the fault management system 
because it focuses the engineering team on the unique 
challenges of the mission. The PSP fault management 
architecture also focuses on redundancy management, 
the modes and safing concept, the ground intervention 
concept, and critical sequences, as guided by the fault 
management engineering process.

Reliability analyses play an important role in the 
development of the fault management system by iden-
tifying potential faults and failures and analyzing the 
impact of cross-cutting faults and failures on the planned 
protection schemes in a comprehensive framework. The 
reliability analyses are used in an iterative manner to 
ensure that the quantity and impact of potential faults 
are minimized and that the fault management design is 

complete, as well as to enable system efficiency in design 
and fault response.

PSP Fault Management Design
The PSP mission design accommodates at least three 

orbits with a minimum perihelion distance of less than 
10 Rs from the center of the Sun. The following key 
requirements drive the fault management design:

•	 The mission shall ensure that the observatory is 
protected from the Sun at solar distances less than 
0.7 AU (with the exception of the thermal protec-
tion system, solar array wings, solar limb sensors, 
FIELDS instrument electrical field antennae, and 
SWEAP instrument solar particle cup).
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Figure 4. PSP spacecraft modes: this multitiered approach to fault management allows the spacecraft to continue taking measure-
ments during a solar encounter when local faults have occurred and keeps the observatory safe until it can communicate with the 
ground in the case of a critical fault condition. The resilient spacecraft autonomously transitions from one level or mode to another.
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•	 The mission shall be designed such that the observa-
tory is capable of autonomously detecting and safing 
itself in response to a critical fault.

•	 The mission shall provide a means to recover to an 
operational state from critical faults.

As a result, PSP is a redundant observatory designed 
to maintain continuity of attitude, solar array wing 
angle, and cooling system control and to have a strong 
autonomous fault detection and response system. The 
fault management design provides a means to recover to 
an operational state, enabling the observatory to collect 
baseline science measurements inside 0.25 AU.

PSP fault management uses a layered approach to 
protect the mission, with faults categorized by severity 
and responses executed at two redundant levels. Two 
spacecraft modes are used by the PSP fault manage-
ment system: (i) operational and (ii) safe. PSP imple-
ments three operational levels within the operational 
mode and three separate safe modes, as shown in Fig. 4. 
These spacecraft modes define groupings of observa-
tory functions and states to facilitate design and space-
craft operations. The spacecraft modes also provide a 
common vocabulary and simplify communications 
between operations and the design teams. Finally, the 
definition of modes provides a structured framework 
for developing flight software, autonomy rules, and 
operational procedures.

Faults that are identified and isolated to a particular 
subsystem are referred to as local faults. The fault man-
agement system is designed to implement a simple process 
with minimized impact to the observatory in response to 
local faults; for these, the observatory remains in opera-
tional mode. All subsystems are required to supply suf-
ficient housekeeping telemetry to allow for detection 
of faults.

Critical scenarios are planned mission events (critical 
sequences) or unanticipated faults that create conditions 
that require a timely response to preserve the mission 
(critical faults). Critical sequences are sequences of 
events that must be executed within a specified time to 
ensure mission success. Critical faults are persistent, are 
not identified in advance or diagnosed in flight, could 
be attributed to one or more subsystems, and pose an 
immediate risk to mission success. They create a condi-
tion in which there is a time-critical threat to spacecraft 
thermal, power, communication, or command and data 
handling (C&DH) capability.

PSP has one critical sequence, the post-separation 
sequence, that is critical to prevent a low battery state 
of charge and includes the following: separation detec-
tion, guidance and control/propulsion/telecom activa-
tion, nulling tip-off rates, solar array release, slew to 
radiators 1 and 4 warm-up attitude, solar array deploy to 
warm-up angles, initial cooling system activation, and 
slew to aphelion pointing for battery recharge.

PSP has nine critical fault conditions. These condi-
tions are grouped according to the safe mode type in 
which they would result.

•	 Power and thermal critical fault conditions that 
result in demotion to safe mode—solar array include 
the following:

	− Aphelion attitude violation
	− Umbra violation: orange warning
	− Under temperature
	− Over temperature
	− Low flux
	− Excessive flux
	− Low battery state of charge

•	 The C&DH critical fault condition of processor 
overcycling results in demotion to safe mode—
standby.

•	 The communication critical fault condition of an 
expired command loss timer results in demotion to 
safe mode—Earth acquisition.

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
The FMEA is a systematic approach for identifying 

potential failures in a system, where “failure modes” 
refers to the ways in which something might fail and 
“effects analysis” refers to studying the consequences of 
those failures. MIL-STD-1629A5 is used as a guide to 
establish the set of questions asked in a typical FMEA.

Benefits of the FMEA
The FMEA process can provide many benefits to a 

design program. It can be used to analyze both hardware 
and software failures, and it provides a basis for identify-
ing root causes of failure and developing effective cor-
rective actions. It can be used in the discovery of single 
points of failure within a system. It facilitates investiga-
tion of design alternatives at all stages of the design. It 
can provide input to or verification/validation of other 
analyses such as a probabilistic risk assessment.

Limitations of the FMEA
An FMEA has a limited scope in that only a single 

item (function, box, component, piece part, etc.) is typi-
cally analyzed at a time. This makes the analysis blind 
to failures that happen in combination, either through 
a common cause or through independent means. The 
FMEA also only looks at failures through a “worst-case” 
lens. As each item is traced through each potential 
failure mode and the effects that failure might have on 
the item, the local system, and the mission, each time 
the worst-case effect is considered. This can some-
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times be off-putting to the 
design engineers, but it is a 
worthwhile exercise.

PSP FMEA
For the PSP mission, an 

additional question was asked 
in this base set of questions: 
Is there an effect that can 
lead to umbra violation (i.e., 
impingement of direct solar 
radiation on the unprotected 
portions of the spacecraft)? 
How? Figure 5 describes the 
columns in the PSP base 
FMEA. The severity cat-
egories used are described in 
Table 1.

A Microsoft Excel spread-
sheet was used to capture the 
PSP FMEA. Each subsystem 
and instrument had its own 
worksheet that followed the basic format described 
above. In addition, the ground system and selected por-
tions of the ground support equipment were analyzed, 
although those portions did not include the expanded 
FMEA sections.

USE OF AN EXPANDED FMEA FOR PSP6

A three-step iterative fault analysis and response 
planning process was used in developing the PSP 
fault management system. First, the FMEA was used 
to identify failure modes and analyze their effects. The 
FMEA was then expanded and used for preliminary 
response planning. Second, a top-down analysis called 
the effects and failure mode analysis was performed 

from the effects to examine completeness in the list 
of causes, and the response plans were further devel-
oped. Third, the response plans were shaped based on 
the symptoms expected to be available in telemetry. 
These were then linked with lower-level hardware and 
software requirements to achieve the planned response 
and linked back to each FMEA line item to ensure 
completeness.

Expanded FMEA
For the PSP mission, the FMEA was expanded in sev-

eral ways. Columns were added that primarily addressed 
questions pertinent to the design of the fault manage-
ment subsystem. These included questions pertaining to 
the detection of failures/faults and to the responses to 

Table 1. Severity categories

Category Severity Description

1 Catastrophic Failure modes that could result in serious injury, loss of life, or loss of spacecraft

1R Failure modes of identical or equivalent redundant hardware or software elements that could result in 
category 1 effects if all failed

1S Failure in a safety or hazard monitoring system that could cause the system to fail to detect a hazard-
ous condition or fail to operate during such condition and lead to category 1 consequences

2 Critical Failure modes that could result in loss of three or more mission objectives

2R Failure modes of identical or equivalent redundant hardware or software that could result in 
category 2 effects if all failed

2S Failure in a safety or hazard monitoring system that could cause the system to fail to detect a hazard-
ous condition or fail to operate during such condition and lead to category 2 consequences

3 Significant Failure modes that could cause loss to any mission objectives

4 Minor Failure modes that could result in insignificant or no loss to mission objectives

FMEA 
ID Name Function

Failure 
Mode/Limit/
Constraint

Possible 
Causes Phase

Effect
Severity

Local Next 
Higher Mission Umbra 

Violation

FMEA ID Unique ID for each failure mode

Name Hardware or software element name

Function Function the element performs

Failure Mode/
Limit/Constraint

Specific failure mode (i.e., sensor failure, software error, 
electronic part failure)

Possible Causes Credible causes for failure (e.g., radiation upset on field-
programmable gate array)

Phase Operational phase (launch, commissioning, cruise, encounter)

Effects Effects of the failures at various levels

 Local Effect on the failed element

 Next Higher Effect of failed element on subsystem/instrument

 Mission Effect of failed element on mission

 Umbra Violation Is there an effect that can lead to umbra violation? How?

Severity Rating of severity should failure occur

Figure 5. Standard FMEA template that has been modified for PSP’s unique mission circum-
stances. This base FMEA is described in MIL-STD-1629A.
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those failures/faults (either by engineers/operators on the 
ground or through the spacecraft’s autonomous systems).

Additionally, the scope of the analysis was extended 
in that the analysts also looked at what would occur if 
an item failed to receive its expected inputs (e.g., power, 
timing pulse, information from another component/
system, etc.). In very limited cases, the analysts also 
examined the effects to the system if two components 
failed in combination. Figure 6 shows the expanded 
FMEA structure. The questions asked in the detection 
portion of the extended FMEA are described in Fig. 7.

Each item in the FMEA 
was analyzed to determine 
whether that particular 
failure mode or fault was 
managed. If the fault man-
agement subsystem was spe-
cifically monitoring for that 
exact failure mode, then it 
was considered active. If 
the failure mode could be 
detected but was not spe-
cifically being monitored 
for, it was considered pas-
sive, and in some cases, 
there was no management 
and the risk was accepted. 
Then the design team was 
asked whether the fault in 
question could be observed 
at all, and if so, how. After 
determining which system 
would detect the observable 
faults, the exact telemetry 
necessary for observation 
was determined along with 
the telemetry path and the 
time it would take to detect 
that particular failure 
or fault.

Next, the design team 
looked at what the responses 
would be given the detected 
faults that had been identi-
fied. The questions asked 
in the response section of 
the expanded FMEA are 
described in Fig. 8.

For each FMEA line 
item, the response level 
was determined—whether 
the response would be at 
the local (component) level 
or at the system (or instru-
ment) level. In some cases, 
there was no response avail-

Base structure

Fault management

Detection Responses

Extended scope
(limit violations, faults, combination pairs, inputs)

Figure 6. PSP expanded FMEA structure.

Type of 
Fault Man-
agement

Detection

Observable How 
Observed?

Telemetry for 
Diagnosis

Telemetry Path 
for Diagnosis

Time to Detect 
(Local)

Time to Detect 
(System)

Type of Fault Management Active, passive, none

Observable Yes/no

How Observed?
How is the fault observed (narrative)? Who 
observes the fault (hardware, flight software, 
autonomy, ground)?

Telemetry for Diagnosis Telemetry needed for diagnosis of fault

Telemetry Path for Diagnosis Where does the telemetry come from? Who is 
it sent to/through?

Time to Detect (Local) Time to detect locally

Time to Detect (System) Time to detect at system level

Figure 7. PSP expanded FMEA detection legend. These cells captured whether a fault could be 
detected and, if so, how and how quickly.

Response

Response 
Level

Desired 
Local 

Response

Allocation 
of Local 

Response

Time 
to Fix 

Locally

Time to 
Transmit 

Signal

Desired 
Space-
craft 

Response

Allocation 
of System 
Response

Time 
to Fix 

System

Time to 
Transmit 

Signal

Ground 
Response/

Contin-
gency

Response Level Local, system, instrument, or, none

Desired Local Response Narrative description of desired action taken locally at 
subsystem/instrument level

Allocation of Local 
Response

Who responds locally? Hardware, flight software, autonomy, 
ground

Time to Transmit Signal How long does it take before local response begins?

Time to Fix Locally Time to fix for local response

Desired Spacecraft 
Response Narrative description of desired action taken at system level

Allocation of Spacecraft 
Response

Who responds locally? Hardware, flight software, autonomy, 
ground

Time to Transmit Signal How long does it take before system response begins?

Time to Fix System Time to fix for system response

Ground Response/
Contingency

Ground response needed (narrative); ideas for steps in 
contingency plans

Figure 8. PSP expanded FMEA response legend. These cells captured how the observatory would 
respond to a fault (via subsystem response, fault management response, or if the ground would 
need to be involved) and how long it would take for the response to occur. This section also pro-
vided a mechanism for the subsystem design leads to communicate their desired spacecraft 
responses to the fault management team.
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to protect against “unknown unknowns.” This response 
will cause the observatory to demote to safe mode if a 
critical fault condition occurs.

CONCLUSION
Developing a FMEA is a useful process for any design 

campaign. By expanding the breadth and the scope of 
the FMEA, the PSP reliability team provided additional 
support to the fault management team. The expanded 
FMEA provided the basis for the effects and failure mode 
analysis, which grouped the similar effects and traced 
them back to their potential causes. This new product 
was used in shaping the fault management responses to 
faults and failures within the spacecraft and gave the 
team confidence that all potential failure modes had 
been captured. All of this worked together to increase 
PSP mission resilience, which was shown during PSP’s 
first encounter with the Sun in November 2018 and will 
continue to be shown over the course of the next 7 years 
and at least 23 more solar encounters.
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able. For those failures or faults for which a response was 
available, it was then determined who would respond at 
the local or system level, how they would respond, and 
how much time that response would take. In cases where 
engineers on the ground were required for successful 
response, the required contingency steps were captured 
as well.

Effects and Failure Modes Analysis
Once the expanded FMEA was completed, it was 

inverted such that it was sorted by effect so that for 
each effect, the list of potential causes (failure modes) 
was listed. This turnaround of the FMEA product was 
termed the effects and failure modes analysis. This anal-
ysis allowed the fault management team to determine 
the most effective corrective actions to the manifested 
effects, given the variety of causes. The methodical 
FMEA approach also gave confidence that all of the 
potential high-level response causes were captured.

Response Plans
The third step in this fault management and response 

planning process was to create corrective response plans 
based on the telemetry available to the spacecraft at the 
time of the various faults or failures. For completeness, 
these individual responses were then mapped back to 
individual FMEA line items.

This fault response approach is designed to implement 
a simple process with minimized impact to the observatory 
in the detection and response to less severe and isolated 
(local) faults. This response will allow the observatory to 
remain in operational mode if a local fault occurs.

The fault response approach also enables all sub-
systems of the observatory (power, communication, 
C&DH, and thermal) to remain safe in the event of 
critical fault conditions through a system-wide response 
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